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ABSTRACT 
 

The kalman filter estimates the state of a dynamic machine, even if the precise form of the system is unknown. 

The filter is very powerful in the sense that it supports estimations of past, present and even future states. A 

novel tracking algorithm presented in this paper is more advanced than other algorithms which have been 

presented before. The target tracking algorithm is implemented very clearly with the VHDL program. 
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I INTRODUCTION  

 
All the tracking algorithms are completely based on Kalman filtering which is recursive in nature. The Kalman 

filter has many applications, e.g. in dynamic positioning of ships where the Kalman filter estimates the position 

and the speed of the vessel and also environmental forces. These estimates are used in soft-sensor system used 

for supervision, in fault-detection systems and in model-based predictive controllers (MPCs) which is an 

important type of model-based controllers. 

The Kalman filter is a recursive predictive filter that is based on the use of state space techniques and recursive 

algorithms. It estimates the state of a dynamic system. This dynamic system can be distributed by some noise, 

mostly assume as white noise. To improve the estimated state the Kalman filter uses measurements related to 

the state but distributed as well. 

 

II  LINEAR  AND NONLINEAR  MODELS   

 
Kalman filter (KF), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), unscented kalman Filter (UKF) and Particle Filter are 

mostly used for the state estimation.  

The Kalman Filter plays a optimal role when the model is linear. The practical application of the Kalman Filter 

has its boundaries because normally most of the state estimation problems for eg. Tracking of the object(target) 

are non linear. On the other hand if the system is linear, the state estimation parameters like mean and 

covariance can be exactly updated with Kalman Filter.  

The EKF has the principle that a linearized transformation is approximately equal to the true non linear 

transformation. 

In this paper a simplified kalman filter is implemented to perform intertial system signal processing using a 

Hardware Description Language (HDL).  

 




